














Oregon Birds Records Committee Record Number
P.O. Box 10373
Eugene, OR 97440

1. Species Common & Scientific Name  2. Number, Sex, Age, Plumage
    Common Crane 1 adult

3. Location of Sighting   4. Date of Sighting  Time of Day

   County  Harney, Foley Rd              April 22, 2022     12-1 PM, 3-4 PM
     43.61746,-119.05394      April 23, 2022 3-4 PM

5. Habitat  wet pasture, hayfield

6. Description (what was actually seen)
   Crane, taler and paler than adjacent Sandhill Cranes, more canvas-colored 
than brown.  Bulkier.  Back stood taler than sandhills.  Crown red. Bill yellow.
Black around eye extended down cheek, chin, foreneck.  White behind eye extended
down the back of neck. 

7. Similar Species (how eliminated)
Sandhill Cranes browner, lack black on neck.  Whooping Crane white, larger.

8. Other circumstances (duration, distance, lighting)
  Watched for an hour, in and out of sight.  0.2 mi away.  Good light behind 
observers.

9. Optical Equipment  10. Photographs or Recording?
    Kowa TSN scope  20 – 60X no
11.Previous Experience with this Species
    I saw the bird in California, south of Goose Lake in Sept 2020.

12.Aids used to identify the bird (during or after sighting)
     It was obvious.

13.Other observers who identified the bird
     Many.
14.Reporting Observer & Address
     Paul T. Sullivan, 1014 SE Rummel St., McMinnville, OR 97128
     paultsullivan@onlinenw.com

15.Description made from:
__ notes made during observation
__ notes made _______________(time) after obsewrvation
_x_ memory

  I _x__ am/  ___ am not  positive of this identification.

__PTS__________________     __April 30, 2022__ 1:45 PM_______________________
Signature of observer Date & time of writing report 





CCRA-2022-01 (Common Crane)
1st round voting – July 16, 2022

Accepted: 9
Not Accepted: 0

ACCEPTED, verified
Well-documented individual and no doubt of identification. The only question is provenance, but Common 
Cranes have shown up with Sandhill Cranes in several States in the last few years. I believe all those birds 
have been accepted as originating in the wild rather than being escapees from zoos or private collections. I 
see no reason to treat this bird differently and no evidence that it is not a wild bird.

Obviously a Common Crane. Exactly the place and time that one would expect a natural vagrant of this 
species to occur in Oregon. 

No other species of crane has the combination of plumage features seen in the photographs, specifically a 
gray body, black throat, black crown, and a white hind neck.

The pale bill, black throat and cap, white face and sides of neck, and large size all confirm this was a 
Common Crane -- Oregon's first. It is interesting to speculate whether or not this is the same bird that 
showed up in California near the Oregon border a couple of years ago.

many diagnostic photos, seen by many. Given the precedence of West Coast sightings in recent years, I am 
not worried about origin here.

A well-documented report of a highly migratory species. This species has an established record of vagrancy 
throughout the ABA area, so I don't believe provenance is an issue here. It's a distinctly plumaged species as 
well and shouldn't be confused with other Gruiformes. In the spirit of being thorough, this individual 
appears pure, and does not seem to be a Common Crane hybrid with a Sandhill Crane (nor a Hooded Crane 
for that matter). An overdue state first!

Great find by birding festival participant(s)! Glad it stuck around.

good photos, no evidence of escaped bird

Lots of documentation; clear ID.

Well documented rarity. It is so nice that the word got out early.

Good photos and documentation. All pertinent field marks visible in the photos including gray color, white 
nape, black neck, yellow bill and black tips to wings.


